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Snowbird

Beneath this snowy mantle cold and clean

The unborn grass lies waiting 

for its coat to turn to green

The snowbird sings the song he always sings

And speaks to me of flowers that 

will bloom again in spring

When I was young my heart was young then too

Anything that it would tell me 

that's the thing that I would do

But now I feel such emptiness within

For the thing that I want most in life 

is the thing that I can't win

So, spread your tiny wings and fly away

And take the snow back with you 

where it came from on that day

The one I love forever is untrue

And if I could you know that 

I would fly away with you

The breeze along the river seems to say

That he'll only break my heart again 

should I decide to stay

So little snowbird take me with you, 

when you go

To the land of gentle breezes 

where the peaceful waters flow

Spread your tiny wings and fly away

And take the snow back with you 

where it came from on that day

The one I love forever is untrue

And if I could you know that 

I would fly away with you

If I could you know that 

I would fly away with you

If I could you know that 

I would fly away with you

Let it Snow

Oh the weather outside is frightful

But the fire is so delightful

And since we've no place to go

Let it snow let it snow let it snow

It doesn't show signs of stoppin’

And I brought some corn for poppin’

The lights are turned way down low

Let it snow let it snow let it snow

When we finally say good night

 

Solo 1:

Solo 2:

Solo 3:

Solo 4:

L palm on R shoulder, flap R hand/flap hands at shoulders

5 hands drop from head to chest, wiggling/ thumb jerks back over shoulder/point to audience

index fingers arc from waist to chest/flat arms on top on each other, D hand as sun rising

fists cross at wrists on chest/index finger flicks nose

I hand at chest/tap forehead with fingers

flap hands at shoulders/point to audience

stacked 5 hands float side to side/index finger taps chin

fists next to one another, break/ILY hand taps chest

Y hand arcs forward

thumb and index finger make beak at chin/point to self/point to audience

bent hand, flicks out 

flat 5 hands sweep in a circle/stacked 5 hands float side to side

cup hands L on R, R on L/index of W hand taps chin

L palm on R shoulder, flap R hand/flap hands at shoulders

5 hands drop from head to chest, wiggling/ thumb jerks back over shoulder/point to audience

index fingers arc from waist to chest/flat arms on top on each other, D hand as sun rising

fists cross at wrists on chest/index finger flicks nose

I hand at chest/tap forehead with fingers

flap hands at shoulders/point to audience

I hand at chest/tap forehead with fingers

flap hands at shoulders/point at audience

I hand at chest/tap forehead with fingers

flap hands at shoulders/point at audience

W's face and twist at pinkies/5 hands face shoulder, jiggle

5 hands facing chest, alternate circling forward/flat hand swipe up chest

Shake finger/bent hand, flicks out

flat 5 hands flutter down from head to chest

fist at chin, thumb under chin, pull forward/R palm side touches L palm flat

flat hands stacked, pull toward chest/rotate D hand in front of mouth

index finger at chin, twirls forward/point down

flat 5 hands flutter down from head to chest
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How I hate going out in the storm

But if you really hold me tight

All the way home I'll be warm

The fire is slowly dyin’

And my dear we're still good-bye-in’

as long as you love me so

Let it snow let it snow let it snow

When we finally say good night

How I hate going out in the storm

But if you really hold me tight

All the way home I'll be warm

The fire is slowly dyin’

And my dear we're still good-bye-in’

But as long as you love me so

Let it snow let it snow let it snow

Let it snow let it snow let it snow

Let it snow let it snow let it snow

Snow!

It won’t be long before we’ll all be there with snow

Snow, snow I want to wash my hands, 

my face and hair with snow

Snow – I long to clear a path a lift a spade of snow

Snow, snow – to see a great big 

man entirely made of snow

Snow - Where it’s snowing all winter through

that’s where I want to be 

Snowball throwing that’s what I’ll do 

How I’m longing to ski

Through the snow – those glist’ning houses

 that seem to be built of snow

Snow – Oh, to see a mountain covered 

with a quilt of snow

What is winter with no snow

No white winter with no snow

I’ll soon be there with snow

I’ll wash my hair with snow

And with a spade of snow

I’ll build a man that’s made of snow

I’d love to stay up with you but 

I recommend a little shuteye 

Go to sleep and dream of 

Snow, snow, snow, snow, snow

Solo 5:

Solo 6:

Solo 7:

Solo 8:

index finger taps chin/R flat palm taps chin, lays on L hand

bent hand, flicks out/claw hands face each other, rotate above head and to left

grab to fist/point to self

flat hands form roof and sides/O hand from mouth to claw at chin

5 hands facing chest, alternate circling forward/alternate palms up&down, flip

Y hand facing down slides forward/wave

point to audience/fists cross at wrists on chest/point to self

flat 5 hands flutter down from head to chest

flat 5 hands flutter down from head to chest

flat 5 hands flutter down from head to chest

from fist, index finger slides up arm to shoulder/flat 5 hands flutter down from head to chest

from fist, index finger slides to shoulder/point out across chest/flat 5 hands flutter down from head to chest

draw circle around face/tug on hair/flat 5 hands flutter down from head to chest

palms parallel, weave forward/dig with "shovel"

flat 5 hands flutter down from head to chest/V from cheek forward

thumb at temple to 5 at chest/flat 5 hands flutter down from head to chest

flat 5 hands flutter down from head to chest/ fists facing, circle out & in

I hand at chest

flat 5 hands flutter down from head to chest/I hand at chest

X fists up at chest, slide forward

flat 5 hands flutter down from head to chest/flat hands form roof and sides

fist bump top & bottom/flat 5 hands flutter down from head to chest

flat 5 hands flutter down from head to chest/flat palms face, draw mountain tops

flat hands tap index at chest/flat 5 hands flutter down from head to chest

fists facing, circle out & in/flat 5 hands flutter down from head to chest

fists facing, circle out & in/flat 5 hands flutter down from head to chest

I hand at chest/point out across chest/flat 5 hands flutter down from head to chest

I hand at chest/ tug on hair/flat 5 hands flutter down from head to chest

dig with "shovel"/flat 5 hands flutter down from head to chest

fist bump top & bottom/thumb at temple to 5 at chest/flat 5 hands flutter down from head to chest

Y hand arcs forward/point to audience

point to eye

5 hand from temple to O @ chin/index finger from temple up to X

flat 5 hands flutter down from head to chest


